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“Time iz like money, the less we hav ov it teu spare the further we make it go.”

Josh Billing
Encyclopedia and Proverbial Philosophy of Wit and Humor, 1874
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Over the almost three decades that NTP has evolved, accuracy expectations have improved from 
100 ms to less than 1 ms on fast LANs with multiple segments interconnected by switches and 
less than a few milliseconds on most campus and corporate networks with multiple subnets 
interconnected by routers. Today the practical expectations with a GPS receiver, PPS signal and 
precision kernel support are a few microseconds. In principle the ultimate expectations are limited 
only by the 232-ps resolution of the NTP timestamp format or about the time light travels three 
inches.

Improving accuracy expectations below the PPS regime is proving intricate and tricky. In this 
chapter we turn to the most ambitious means available to minimize errors in the face of hardware 
and software not designed for extraordinary timekeeping. First we examine the hardware and 
software components for a precision system clock and evolve an optimal design. Next we survey 
timestamping techniques using both hardware, driver and software methods to minimize errors 
due to media, device and operating system latencies. Finally, we explore the IEEE 1588 Precision 
Time Protocol (PTP), how it is used in a high speed LAN, and how it and NTP can sail in the 
same boat. The parting shots section proposes a hardware assisted design which provides 
performance equivalent to PTP with only minimal modifications to the Unix operating system 
kernel.

15.1 Limitations of the Art

Computer timekeepers live in a world of commodity clock oscillators vulnerable to temperature 
surges and operating systems vulnerable to scheduling and queuing latencies. Once upon a time it 
took 42 s to read the system clock on a Sun SPARC IPC and up to 22 ms jitter on a Streams 
driver stack. Now it takes half a microsecond to read the system clock on a modern computer and 
the jitter is down in the wee microseconds.

Recall the typical Allan deviation characteristic exhibited in Figure 12.3. Note that the apex of the 
vee-shaped characteristic, the Allan intersection, moves to the left as the phase noise is reduced 
given the same frequency noise characteristic. In the MICRO characteristic the apex is about 250 
s, representing the ideal averaging time constant. Improvements since that figure was determined 
suggest the phase noise can be reduced by an order of magnitude using the system clock design 
suggested in Section 15.2 of this chapter. To the extent the phase noise can be reduced, the time 
constant can be reduced as well, which reduces the effects of frequency noise.

A useful benchmark for the current art is an experiment using a PPS signal from a cesium 
oscillator or GPS receiver hooked up to the kernel PPS discipline. With the poll interval strapped 
to 8 s, the time constant is about 256 s, which puts a reasonably tight reign on oscillator wander. 
The results of this experiment with several machines, both old and new, show typical offset and 
jitter of a few microseconds. While not rigorously justified by statistics, the experiment does 
suggest a performance bound not likely to be exceeded with commodity computer hardware and 
operating systems.

Even with the kernel discipline it is necessary to closely examine the hardware and software 
components of the system clock in order to sustain the highest performance without expensive 
dedicated components. We next explore how this can be done using relatively inexpensive 
components and closely engineered discipline algorithms. While designs such as this might not 
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appear in commodity computers, they might well be adapted to embedded computers used in 
spacecraft and measurement applications.

15.2 Precision System Clock

In the simplest form a computer clock consists of an oscillator and counter/divider that delivers 
repetitive pulses at intervals in the range 1 to 10 ms, called the tick (sometimes called the jiffy). 
Each pulse triggers a hardware interrupt which increments the system clock variable such that the 
rate of the system clock in seconds per second matches the rate of the real clock. This is true even 
if the tick does not exactly divide the second.

The timer interrupt routine serves two functions, one as the source for various kernel and user 
housekeeping timers and the other to maintain the time of day. Housekeeping timers are based on 
the number of ticks and are not disciplined in time or frequency. The precision kernel disciplines 
the system clock in time and frequency to match the real clock by adding or subtracting a small 
increment to the tick at each timer interrupt.

In modern computers there are three sources that can be used to discipline the system clock: the 
timer oscillator that drives the counter/divider, the real-time clock (RTC) that maintains the time 
when the power is off (or even on for that matter) and what in some architectures is called the 
Processor Cycle Counter (PCC) and others is called the Time Stamp Counter (TSC). We will use 
the later acronym in the following discussion. Any one of these sources can in principle be used as 
the clock source. However, the engineering issues with these sources are quite intricate and need 
to be explored in some detail.

15.2.1 Timer Oscillator

The typical system clock uses a timer rate of in the 10 to 1000 Hz range, which is derived from a 
crystal oscillator operating in the 1 to 10 MHz range. For reasons that may be obscure, the 
oscillator frequency is often some multiple or submultiple of 3.579545 MHz. The reason for this 
rather bizarre choice is that this is the frequency of the NTSC analog TV colorburst signal and 
crystals for this frequency are widely available and inexpensive. Now that digital TV is here, 
expect the new gold standard at 19.39 MHz or some submultiple, as this is the bit rate for ATSC.

In some systems the counter/divider is implemented in an application-specific integrated circuit 
(ASIC) producing timer frequencies of 100, 256, 1000 and 1024 Hz. The ubiquitous Intel 8253/
8254 Programmable Interval Timer (PIT) chip includes three 16-bit counters that count down 
from a preprogramed number, produce a pulse when reaching zero, then repeat the cycle 
endlessly. Operated at on-third the colorburst frequency or 1.1931816 MHz and preloaded with 
the value 11932, the PIT produces 100 Hz to within 15 PPM. This error is probably dominated by 
the inherent crystal frequency error.

15.2.2 Time Stamp Counter (TSC)

The TSC is a counter derived from the processor clock, which in modern processors operates 
above 1 GHz. The counter provides exquisite resolution, but there are several potential downsides 
using it directly as the clock source. In order to provide synchronous data transfers, the TSC is 
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divided to some multiple of the bus clock where it can be synchronized to a quartz resonator using 
a phase-lock loop (PLL). The resonator is physically close to the CPU chip, so heat from the chip 
can affect its frequency. Modern processors show wide temperature variations due to various 
workloads on the arithmetic and logical instruction units and this can affect the TSC frequency.

In multiprocessor CPU chips there is a separate TSC for every processor and they might not 
increment in step or even be at the same frequency. In systems like Windows the timekeeping 
functions are directed to a single processor. This may result in unnecessary latency should that 
processor be occupied while another is free. Alternatively, some means must be available to 
discipline each TSC separately and provide individual time and frequency corrections. A method 
to do this will be described later.

In early processors the TSC rate depended on the processor clock frequency, which is not 
necessarily the same at all times. In sleep mode, for example, the processor clock frequency is 
much lower in order to conserve power. In the most modern Intel processors the TSC always runs 
at the highest rate determined at boot time. In other words, the PLL runs all the time. Further 
complicating the issues is that modern processor technology can support out-of-order execution, 
which means the TSC may appear earlier or later relative to a monotonic counter. This can be 
avoided by either serializing the instruction stream or using a serialized form of the instruction to 
read the TSC.

The ultimate complication is that, in order to reduce radio frequency interference (RFI) a 
technique called spread-spectrum clocking can be utilized. This is done by modulating the PLL 
control loop with a triangular signal causing the oscillator frequency to sweep over a small range 
of about two percent. The maximum frequency is the rated frequency of the clock signal, while 
the minimum in this case is two percent less. As the triangular wave is symmetrical and the sweep 
frequency is in the kilohertz range, the frequency error is uniformly distributed between zero and 
two percent with mean one percent. Whether or not this is acceptable depends on the application. 
On some motherboards the spread spectrum feature can be disabled, and this would be the 
preferred workaround.

Considering the above observations, the TSC may not be the ideal choice as the primary time base 
for the system clock. However, as explained later, it may make an ideal interpolation means. 

15.2.3 Real-Time Clock (RTC)

The RTC function, often implemented in a multifunction chip, provides a battery backup clock 
when the computer power is off as well as certain additional functions in some chips. In the 
STMicroelectronics M41ST85W RTC chip, for example, an internal 32.768-kHz crystal and 
oscillator drives a BCD counter that reckons the time of century (TOC) to a precision of 10 ms. It 
includes a square-wave generator that can be programmed from 1 Hz to 32,768 Hz in powers of 
two. The oscillator frequency is guaranteed within 35 PPM (at 25 C) and can be digitally steered 
within 3 PPM. This is much better than most commodity oscillators and suggests a design where 
the PIT is replaced by the RTC generator.

The RTC is read and written over a two-wire serial interface, presumably by a BIOS routine. The 
data are read and written bit by bit for the entire contents. The BCD counter is latched on the first 
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read, so reading the TOC is an atomic operation. The counter is also latched on power-down, so 
can be read at power-up to determine how long the power has been absent.

For laptops in power-down or sleep mode, it is important that the clock oscillator be as stable and 
as temperature insensitive as possible. The crystal used in RTC devices is usually AT-cut with the 
zero-coefficient slope as close to room temperature as possible. The characteristic slope is a 
parabola where the highest frequency is at 25 C and drops off at both high and low frequencies. 
For the M41ST85W chip the characteristic frequency is given by

,

where  and T0 is 25 C. This is an excellent characteristic compared to 
a typical commodity crystal and would be the much preferred clock source if available.

15.2.4 Precision System Clock Implementation

In this section we examine software implementation issues for a precision system clock with time 
resolution less than 1 ns and frequency resolution less than 1 ns/s. The issues involve how to 
represent precision time values, how to convert between different representations and how to 
wrangle time in a multiple processor system.

Most current operating systems represent time as two 32-bit or 64-bit words, one in seconds and 
the other in microseconds or nanoseconds of the second. Arithmetic operations using this 

representation are awkward and non-atomic.1 Modern computer architectures support 64-bit 
arithmetic, so it is natural to use this word size for the precision system clock shown in Figure 
15.1. The clock variable is one 64-bit word in seconds and fraction with the decimal point to the 

1. Compaq (VAX) systems and the IEEE 1588 clock increment the clock in nanoseconds, 
while IBM systems increment the clock in microseconds at bit 52 of a 64-bit word. The result is 
that bit 31 rolls over at something close to but not exactly one second. Apparently believing in 
time dilation, IBM calls this a megamicrosecond.
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Figure 15.1 Precision System Clock Format
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left of bit 32 in big-endian order. Arithmetic operations are atomic and no synchronization 
primitive such as spin-lock is needed, even on a multiple processor system.

The clock variable is updated at each timer interrupt, which adds an increment of 232 / Hz to the 
clock variable, where Hz is the timer interrupt frequency. The increment is modulated by the 
control signal produced by the precision kernel discipline described in Chapter 8. This format is 
identical to NTP unsigned timestamp format, which of course is not accidental. It is convenient to 
extend this format to the full 128-bit NTP signed date format and include an era field in the clock 
format. The absence of the low-order 32 bits of the fraction is not significant, since the 32-bit 
fraction provides resolution to less than 1 ns.

In general the clock frequency does not divide the second, so an accumulator and frequency 
register are necessary. The frequency register contains the tick value plus the frequency correction 
supplied by the precision kernel discipline. At each tick interrupt its contents are added to the 
accumulator. The high-order 32 bits of the accumulator are added to the low-order 32 bits of the 
clock variable as an atomic operation, then the high-order 32 bits of the accumulator are set to 
zero.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the clock variable must be set within 68 years of the correct time 
before timekeeping operations begin. Furthermore, clock adjustments must be less than 64 years 
in the past or future. Adjustments beyond this range require the era field to be set by other means, 
such as the RTC. This model simplifies the discipline algorithm, since timestamp differences can 
span only one era boundary. Therefore, given the era field is set properly, arithmetic operations 
consist simply of adding a 64-bit signed quantity to the clock variable and propagating a carry in 
the era field if the high order bit of the clock variable changes sign.

The 64-bit clock variable represented in seconds and fraction can easily be converted to other 
representations in seconds and some modulus m, such as microseconds or nanoseconds. To 
convert from seconds-fraction to modulus-m, multiply the fraction by m and right-shift 32 bits. To 

convert from modulus-m to seconds-fraction, multiply by 264 / m and right shift 32 bits.

15.2.5 Precision System Clock Operations

An example of a precision system clock design is based on an earlier design for the Digital 
Equipment Alpha running the 64-bit OSF/1 kernel. The OSF/1 kernel uses a 1024-Hz timer 

frequency, so the amount to add at each tick interrupt is 232 / 1024 = 222 = 4,194,304. The 

frequency gain is 232 = 2.343x1010 s/s; that is, a change in the low order bit of the fraction 

yields a frequency change of 2.343x1010 s/s. While omitting the details here the remaining 
parameters can be calculated for a given time constant as in Chapter 4.

Without interpolation, this design has a resolution limited to 210 = 977 s, which may be 
sufficient for some applications, including software timer management. Further refinement 
requires the TSC (called the processor cycle counter - PCC in the Alpha) to interpolate between 
timer interrupts. However, modern computers can have more than one processor (up to 14 on the 
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Alpha), each with its own PCC, so some means are needed to wrangle each PCC to a common 
timescale.

The design now suggested by Intel to strap all clock functions to one processor is rejected, as that 
processor could be occupied with another thread while another processor is available. Instead, any 
available processor can be used for the clock reading function. In this design one of the processors 
is selected as the master to service the timer interrupt and update the system clock variable s(t) at 
interrupt time t. Note that the interpolated system clock time c(t) is equal to s(t) at time t; 
otherwise, it must be interpolated.

A data structure is associated with each processor, including the master. For convenience in the 
following, sequential updates for each structure are indexed by the variable i. At nominal intervals 
less than one second (staggered over all processors) the timer interrupt routine issues an 
interprocessor interrupt to each processor including the master. At the ith interrupt the 
interprocessor interrupt routine sets structure member Ci = s(t), structure member Pi = current 
PCC and updates a structure member Ki as described below.

During the boot process i is set to 0 and the structure for each processor initialized as above. For 

each structure a scaling factor K0 = 264/ fc, where fc is the measured processor clock frequency, is 
initialized. The fc can be determined from the difference of the PCC over one second measured by 
a kernel timer. As the system clock is set from the RTC at initialization and not yet disciplined to 
an external source, there may be a small error in K0, but this is not a problem at this time.

Reading the system clock adjusted for interpolation is done in a special way using 64-bit 
arithmetic, but avoiding divide instructions, which are considered evil in some kernels. Let c(t) be 
the interpolated system clock c(t) at arbitrary time t and i the index of the most recent structure for 
the processor reading the clock. Then,

where p(t) is the PCC at arbitrary time t. Note that to avoid overflow, the interval between updates 
must be less than one second.

The scaling factor K is adjusted in response to small variations in the apparent PCC frequency, 
adjustments produced by the clock discipline and jitter due to thread scheduling and context 
switching, During the i + 1 interprocessor interrupt, but before the Ci and Pi are updated, K is 
updated

,

where c(t) is the system clock value at the time t. Note that the calculation shown here uses a 
divide instruction, but this is done infrequently. For instance, if the interval spans exactly one 

second and if fc = 2.4 GHz, K = 7,686x109.

c t( ) Ci Ki p t( ) Pi–( )  >> 32+=

Ki 1+
c t( ) Ci–  << 32

p t( ) Pi–
----------------------------------------=
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Note that only small adjustments in K will be required, which suggests the adjustment can be 
approximated with sufficient accuracy while avoiding the divide instruction. If we observe that 

for small t, dt / dK = 1 / K and Kfc = 264,

Where s(t) is the value of the (noninterpolated) clock variable at time t. The value of fc was first 
measured when K0 was computed, so is not known exactly. However, small inaccuracies will not 
lead to significant error.

Notwithstanding the careful management of residuals in this design, there may be small 
discontinuities due to PCC frequency variations or discipline operations. These may result in tiny 
jumps forward or backward. In order to conform to required correctness assertions, the clock must 
never jump backward or stand still. For this purpose, the actual clock reading code remembers the 
last reading and guarantees the clock readings to be monotone-definite increasing by not less than 
the least significant bit in the 64-bit clock value. However, in order to avoid lockup if the clock is 
unintentionally set far in the future, the clock will be stepped backward only if more than two 
seconds. Ordinarily, this would be done only in response to an explicit system call. The threshold 
of two seconds allows leap seconds to be implemented as in Chapter 13.

15.3 Principles of Precision Timestamping

As shown elsewhere in this book, stochastic errors are generally minimized by the NTP 
mitigation and discipline algorithms. In general, these errors can be further reduced using some 
kind of timestamping assist in the form of or special provisions in the NIC card (NIC) or device 
driver. Means to exploit these provisions are discussed in this section.

To better understand the issues, consider the common case where the server and client implement 
precision clocks that can be read with exquisite accuracy. The object is to measure the time offset 
of a server B relative to a client A. As shown in Figure 15.2, the NTP on-wire protocol uses the 
reference timestamps T1, T2, T3 and T4, respectively called the origin, receive, transmit and 
destination timestamps. In the context of this discussion, reference tamps are captured at some 
fixed offset in the packet during transmission. T1 and T4 are captured by client A from its clock, 
while T2 and T3 are captured by server B from its clock. The object of the protocol is to determine 
the time offset  of B relative to A and the roundtrip delay  on the path ABA:

Ki 1+ Ki fc s t( ) c t( )–( )  >> 32+=

t1 t4

t2 t3

T1

T2 T3

T4

B

A

Figure 15.2 NTP On-wire Protocol Timestamps
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(15.1)

(15.2)

However, the actual timestamps available to the protocol are t1, t2, t3 and t4. The differences 
between the actual timestamps and reference timestamps are due to queueing and buffering 
latencies in the operating system, device driver and NIC. These issues are discussed later in this 
section.

The precision to which the offset and delay can be calculated depends on the precision with which 
the timestamps can be captured. In general, it is best to capture the timestamps as close to the 
physical media as possible in order to avoid various queuing and buffering latencies. There are 
three general categories of timestamps to consider: those captured in the application software, 
called softstamps, those captured by the device driver at interrupt time, called drivestamps, and 
those captured by special hardware from the media, called hardstamps.

Example

The timestamping scheme used in the NTP reference implementation attempts to approxi-
mate the reference timestamp as follows. The t1 and t3 are softstamps captured by the output
packet routine just before the message digest (if used) is calculated and the buffer is passed
to the operating system. Applicable latencies include digest overhead, output queuing, oper-
ating system scheduling, NIC buffering and possibly NIC retransmissions. These latencies
can be largely avoided using the interleaved modes described in Chapter 16. The t2 and t4 are
drivestamps captured just after the input packet interrupt routine and before the buffer is
queued for the input packet routine. Applicable latencies include NIC buffering, interrupt
processing and operating system scheduling, but not input queuing.

If these latencies can be avoided, the remaining latencies are due only to propagation time, packet 
transmission time and network queues. Inspection of (15.1) shows that the best accuracy is 
obtained when the delays on the outbound path T1  T2 and inbound path T3  T4 are 
statistically equivalent; in this case we say the paths are reciprocal. Further refinement 
demonstrated later in this section shows that, if the reciprocal delays differ by x seconds, the 
resulting offset error is x / 2 seconds.

There are many workable schemes to implement timestamp capture. Using a different scheme at 
each end of the link is likely to result in a lack of reciprocity. The following provisions apply:

1. A software timestamp is captured as close to the system I/O call as possible.

2. A preamble timestamp is captured as near to the start of the packet as possible. The preferred 
point follows the start-of-frame (SOF) octet and before the first octet of the data.

3. A trailer timestamp is captured as near to the end of the packet as possible. On transmit the 
preferred point follows the last octet of the data and before the frame check sequence (FCS); 
on receive the preferred point follows the last octet of the FCS. The reason the capture 

 1
2
--- T2 T1–  T3 T4– + =

 T4 T1–  T3 T2– –=
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locations necessarily differ is due to the Ethernet hardware and protocol design. (Note: A 
sufficiently large and complex FPGA might be able to deliver the trailer timestamp at the 
same point as the transmitter, but this doesn't seem worth the trouble.) 

4. In addition to the timestamps, the NIC and/or driver must provide both the nominal 
transmission rate and number of octets between the preamble and trailer timestamps. This can 
be used by the driver or application to transpose between the preamble and trailer timestamps 
without significant loss of accuracy. The transposition error with acceptable frequency 
tolerance of 300 PPM for 100-Mb Ethernets and nominal 1000-bit NTP packet is less than 3 
ns.

Except as mentioned later, a drivestamp is always a trailer timestamp and a hardstamp is a 
preamble timestamp. On transmit a softstamp is a preamble timestamp; on receive it is a trailer 
timestamp. As shown later in this section, the best way to preserve accuracy when single or 
multiple network segments are involved, some possibly operating at different rates, is the 
following:

1. The propagation delay measured from the first bit sent in a packet to the first bit received on 
each direction of transmission must be the same.

2. T1 and T3 must be captured from the preamble timestamp.

3. T2 and T4 must be the captured from the trailer timestamp.

Whatever timestamping strategy is deployed, it should allow interworking between schemes so 
that every combination of strategies used by the server and client results in the highest accuracy 
possible. As shown later, this can be achieved only using the above rules.

15.3.1 Timestamp Transposition

With the above requirements in mind, it is possible to select either the preamble or trailer 
timestamp at either the transmitter or receiver and to transpose so that both represent the same 
reference point in the packet. The natural choice is the preamble timestamp, as this is considered 
the reference timestamp in this document and is consistent with IEEE 1588 and likely to be 
supported by available hardware.

According to the rules above, a transmitter must transpose trailer timestamps to preamble 
timestamp and a receiver must transpose preamble timestamps to trailer timestamps. 
Transposition must take into account the transmission rate and packet length on the transmit and 
receive LAN or subnet separately. An NTP packet (about 1000 bits) is 1 s on a 1000-Mbps LAN, 
10 s on a 100-Mb LAN and 650 s on a T1 line at 1.544 Mb. As shown later, in order to drive 
the residual NTP offsets down to PPS levels, typically within 10 s, the reciprocal delays must 
match within 10 s. If the reciprocal transmission rates and packet lengths are the same to within 
10 s, or one packet time on a 100-Mbps LAN, the accuracy goal can be met.

Example
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In Unix with older NICs the user-space buffer is copied to a kernel-space buffer chain
(mbufs) which then is passed to the driver. The driver waits until the media becomes idle,
then transmits the mbufs using DMA. At completion of the last transfer, the driver captures a
drivestamp. However, modern NICs of the PCNET family use a chain of hardware descrip-
tors, one for each buffer, and DMAs directly from use space to an internal 16K FIFO, shared
between the transmit and receive sides, and separate frame buffers for each side. The NIC
signals an interrupt upon completion of the DMA transfer, but one or more frames can be in
the FIFO pending transmission, so a more relevant interpretation of the interrupt might be a
preamble timestamp.

NTP servers macabre and mort are identical Intel Pentium clones running FreeBSD and syn-
chronized to a GPS receiver via a lightly loaded 100-Mb LAN and share the same switch.
Each server shows nominal offset and jitter of about 25 s relative to the GPS receiver. and a
few microseconds relative to each other. Offsets of this order normally would be considered
reciprocal. Both machines have been configured to use drivestamps for both transmit and
receive, so the transmitters should transpose to preamble timestamps.

However, it turns out that both machines use NICs of the PCNET family, so what the driver
thinks is a trailer timestamp is actually a preamble timestamp. Each server shows a roundtrip
delay of about 140 s with the other. Since 40 s (four LAN hops) is due to packet transmis-
sion time, the remaining 100 s is shared equally by each server due to buffering in the oper-
ating systems and NICs. The measured delay from the transmit softstamp to the transmit
drivestamp is about 15 s, so the transmit NIC delay is about 5 s. This leaves 35 s for the
receive NIC delay.These measurements were made in a temperature stabilized, lightly loaded
LAN; performance in working LANs will vary.

The example shows the importance that the driver know the characteristics of the NIC and 
compensate accordingly. Further improvement in accuracy to the order of the PPS signal requires 
hardware or driver assist as described later.

15.3.2 Error Analysis

In Figures 15.2 and the following, upper case variables represent the reference timestamps used in 
(15.1) and (15.2); lower case variables represent the actual timestamps captured by the hardware, 
driver or software. The on-wire protocol uses the actual timestamps in the same fashion as the 
reference timestamps, but corrected for systematic errors as described in this and following 
sections. The object is to explore the possible errors that might result from different timestamp 
strategies.

In the NTP reference implementation the t1 and t3 transmit softstamps are captured from the 
system clock just before handing the buffer to the kernel output queue. They are delayed by 
various latencies represented by the random variable t.Thus, we assume T1 = t1 + t and T3 = t3 + 
t. In anticipation of a packet arrival, the NTP reference implementation allocates an input buffer 
in user space. When a complete packet (chain of mbufs) arrives, the driver copies them to the 
buffer. The t2 and t4 receive drivestamps are captured from the system clock and copied to a 
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reserved field in the buffer just before handing it to the user input queue. They are delayed by 
various latencies represented by the random variable t. Thus, T2 = t2  r and T4 = t4  r.

As shown in Figure 15.2, the NTP on-wire protocol performs the same calculations as (15.1) and 
(15.2) but using the actual timestamps. After substitution we have

which after simplification is the same as (15.1) om average. On the other hand,

,

which results in an additional delay of 2(t + r) on average.

While these equations involve random variables, we can make strong statements about the 
resulting accuracy if we assume the probability distributions of t and r are substantially the same 
for both client A and server B. We conclude that, as long as the delays on the reciprocal paths are 
the same and the packet lengths are the same, the offset is as in (15.1) without dilution of 
accuracy. There is a small increase in roundtrip delay relative to (15.2), but this is not ordinarily a 
significant problem.

The principal remaining terms in the error budget are nonreciprocal delays due to different data 
rates and nonuniform transposition between the preamble and trailer timestamps. The errors due 
such causes are summarized in following sections.

15.3.2.1  Reciprocity Errors

The above analysis assumes that the delays on the outbound and inbound paths are the same; that 
is, the paths are reciprocal. This is assured if the propagation delays are the same, the transmission 
rates are the same and the packet lengths are the same. In the NTP on-wire protocol all packets 
have the same length. If we assume the transmission rates are the same, the only difference in path 
delays must be due to nonreciprocal transmission paths. This often occurs if one way is via 
landline and the other via satellite. It can also occur when the paths traverse tag-switched core 
networks.

The magnitude of the errors introduced by nonreciprocal delays can be determined with the aid of 
Figure 15.3, where we assume the reference timestamps represent network paths with zero delay, 
then add outbound delay dAB and inbound delay dBA. The NTP on-wire protocol performs the 
same calculations as (15.1) and (15.2) using the reference timestamps but ignoring the latencies 
discussed in the preceding section. After substitution we have

,

 1
2
--- T2 r–  T1 t+ –  T3 t+  T4 r– – + =

 T4 r–  T1 t+ –  T3 t+  T2 r– – –=

 1
2
--- T2 dAB+  T1–  T3 T4 dBA+ – + =
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which after simplification results in an error of (dAB  dBA) / 2. On the other hand,

which results in a roundtrip delay of dAB + dBA as expected.

Example

Sun Ultra pogo and Intel Pentium deacon, both synchronized to PPS sources showing typical
offset and jitter less than 5 s. Both are clients of each other via bridged 100-Mbps LAN seg-
ments, so the roundtrip delay between the NICs is 40 s for 1000-bit packets and four hops.
The roundtrip delay measured by either machine is about 400 s and the jitter estimated at 25
s. The measured offset of pogo relative to rackety is 89 s, while the measured offset of
rackety relative to pogo is -97 s.

The fact that the two machines are synchronized closely to the PPS signal and the measured
offsets are almost equal and with opposite sign suggests that the two paths are nonreciprocal.
Of the measured roundtrip delay, 40 s is packet transmission times; the remaining 360 s
must be due to buffering in the operating system and NICs. From the above analysis, the off-
set error is consistent with one path having about 200 us more overall delay than the other.
Of the 360 us roundtrip delay, this suggest rackety accounts for 80 us leaving 280 us for
pogo.

15.3.2.2  Transposition Errors

With drivestamps a trailer timestamp is captured for each packet sent or received. The timestamp 
is available only at driver interrupt time; that is, at the end of the packet and before the FCS on 
transmit and after the FCS on receive. However, for NICs with a hardstamping capability, the 
receive hardstamp is actually a preamble timestamp. Assuming the timestamps can be passed up 
the protocol stack as in hardstamping, this requires the preamble timestamp to be transposed to a 
trailer timestamp.

Without transposing there could be an error due to the packet transmission time d. However, if 
this is the case for the reciprocal paths, T1 = t1 + d, T2 = t2, T3 = t3 + d and t4 = T4. In this case we 
neglect the time to transmit the checksum, which is 32 ns for 1000-Mb LANs and 320 ns for 100-
Mb LANs. Then,

T1

T2 T3

T4

B

A

T2 + dAB

T4 + dBA

Figure 15.3 Nonreciprocal Delay Error

 T4 dBA+  T1–  T3 T2 dAB+ – –=
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which after simplification is the same as (15.1). On the other hand,

,

which after simplification is the same as (15.2). We conclude that, as long as the transmission 
rates on the reciprocal paths are the same and the packet lengths are the same, the offset and delay 
can be computed as in (15.1) and (15.2) without dilution of accuracy.

15.3.2.3  Interworking Errors

If both reciprocal paths use the same timestamping strategy, e.g., preamble timestamps or trailer 
timestamps, and have the same transmission rates and packet length, the offset and delay are 
invariant to the actual packet length and rate. However, if the reciprocal paths use different 
strategies, errors will result depending on the transmission rate and packet length. Let the delay 
between the reference and trailer timestamps be d. Then, consider what happens when 
interworking between various combinations of software, hardware and driver timestamps without 
proper transposition?

Let A use hardstamps and B drivestamps. Then,

results in an offset error of -2d, while

results in no error. Many other combinations are possible.

15.3.2.4  Store and Forward Errors

Consider a network with two subnets connected by a router where one subnet operates at 10 Mb 
and the other at 100 Mb. Even with hardstamps errors can occur due to the different packet 
transmission times. In Figure 15.4 let dA be the packet time for A and dB be the packet time for B. 
The router sends the packet to B only after the packet has been received from A, assuming the 
router is not capable of cut-through switching.

If the timestamping strategy is preamble timestamps,

 1
2
--- T2 T1 d+ –  T3 d+  T4– + =

 T4 T1 d+ –  T3 d+  T2– –=

 1
2
--- T2 T1 d+ –  T3 T4 d+ – + =

 T4 d+  T1 d+ –  T3 T2– –=

 1
2
--- T2 dA+  T1–  T3 T4 dB+ – + =
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results in an offset error of (dA  dB) / 2. If dA = dB there is no offset error. On the other hand,

results in a delay increase of dA + dB.

Now consider the case using preamble transmit timestamps and trailer receive timestamps. In this 
case the reciprocal delays are the same and no offset errors result. This justifies the rules stated at 
the beginning of Section 15.3. From this we can conclude that it's not only the timestamping 
strategies at A and B which must match, some consideration must also be given to the forwarding 
behavior of the routers in Figure 15.4 connecting A and B when the link speeds differ. Using the 
preamble timestamp as the transmit timestamp and the trailer timestamp as the receive timestamp 
solves this problem.

15.3.2.5  Nonreciprocal Rate Errors

A transmission path will typically be two or more concatenated network segments that might 
operate at different rates. The above analysis assumes that the transmit and receive speeds are the 
same for each network segment, even if different on different segments. The problem considered 
here is when the transmit and receive rates are different on some segments. This is a common 
condition on space data links. Assume the packet transmission time is d =  + L / , where  is the 
propagation time, L the packet length in bits and  the transmission rate in bits per second. Now 
consider the concatenated path

where N is the number of segments. If we assume the outbound and return paths traverse the same 
segments in reverse order, the total transmission time will be the same. If the timestamps are taken 
as described previously, the delays are reciprocal and accuracy is not diluted.

The above can be written

T1

T2 T3

T4

B

A

Router
T1 + dA

T2 + dB

T3 + dB

T4 + dA

Figure 15.4 Two-Subnet LAN
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, (15.3)

where the sum in the second term on the right represents the overall transmission rate, which in 
the example is considered the same on both directions. Now consider where the overall 
transmission rates are not the same on both directions. Let 12 be the overall outbound 
transmission rate and 34 the overall inbound transmission rate. If  is computed as in (15.3), the 
offset error can range from  / 2 to + / 2. A simple calculation shows the offset correction is

(15.4)

As can be seen, if the outbound and inbound rates are reciprocal, the correction is zero. If the rate 
on one direction becomes vanishingly small relative to the other, the correction can be as much as 
half the roundtrip delay.

One of the most useful applications of 15.4 is with the Proximity-1 space data link protocol used 
with Mars orbiters and landers. Typically the uplink from a surface vehicle to an orbiter carries 
instrument data at high rate, while the downlink carries telemetry and ACKs at low rate. 
Compared to typical LANs on Earth, space data links operate at low rates, so the delays can be 
large, so correction is important. Since the downlink and uplink rates are selected by mission 
control, 15.4 can be used directly.

15.4 IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP)

The IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [1] is designed to synchronize real-time clocks in 
local area networks (LAN) used for telecommunications and industrial automation, test and 
measurement applications. It is most commonly used in Ethernet LANs supporting multicast 
communications, but can be used in other network technologies as well. Typical accuracies 
achieved on a high speed, multiple segment LAN are within 100 ns and in some cases much less. 
This section contains an overview of PTP and a comparison with NTP.

15.4.1 Timestamp Capture

A 1588 clock is an oscillator, usually a TCXO, and a counter that represents time in seconds and 
nanoseconds since 0 h 1 January 1970. The intended timescale is International Atomic Time 
(TAI) with provisions for the UTC offset and advance notice of leapseconds. The time 
representation is similar to POSIX, except the PTP seconds field has 48 bits, making the 
timestamp 10 octets long. A PTP timestamp is latched from the counter when an Ethernet Start of 
Frame (SOF) octet is detected on the wire. This requires a NIC which can provide these 
timestamps to upper protocol layers.

Figure 15.5 shows the block diagram for a typical 1588 NIC. It includes a media access (MAC) 
layer, which contains the FIFO and frame buffers together with an embedded state machine that 
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assembles a frame including the Ethernet header, user data and FCS. The frame is then sent in 4-
bit nibbles over the Media Independent Interface (MII) bus to the physical (PHY) layer, where it 
is coded for transmission over the wire. In order to support a timestamping function, the MII 
nibbles are passed through a field programmable gate array (FPGA) where the necessary 
operations are performed without affecting other MAC or PHY operations. The purpose of the 
FPGA is to latch the 1588 clock when a SOF octet shows up,.

For 10-Mb/s Ethernets the PHY inserts the Ethernet preamble, then the rest of the frame in 
Manchester encoding. For 100-Mb/s Ethernets the PHY first encodes a MII nibble to a 5-bit 
symbol, where each symbol represents either one of the 16 nibble bit combinations or additional 
special symbols for idle sequence and frame delimiting. The resulting symbol stream is first 
processed by a scrambler, then encoded in a Multi-Level Transport (MLT-3) stream. The reasons 
for these steps is to reduce radio frequency interference (RFI) by spreading and lowering the 
signal spectrum, but is otherwise not important here.

At the present state of the art, it is possible that the entire PTP protocol stack can be implemented 
onboard the NIC. This is possible using the Intel IXP465 Network Processor [3] chip, which 
contains an embedded RISC microprocessor and encryption engine. The PTP specification 
includes an addendum defining the Ethernet-specific encapsulation assigned to PTP. Used in this 
way, PTP operations can be completely transparent to other protocols using the same NIC.

In many cases some PTP functions are offloaded from the NIC to an associated driver or 
application program and provisions made available to discipline the 1588 clock and retrieve 
timestamps. This involves encapsulating the PTP header in some other protocol, typically IP/
UDP. The problem remains how to retrieve the transmit and receive timestamps for use by the 
higher level protocol. The PTP event messages contain a single timestamp field that can be 
overwritten by the FPGA with a PTP timestamp. However, if this is done provisions must be 
made to either ignore the FCS and UDP checksums or to recalculate them. The PTP specification 
includes an addendum defining the UDP-specific encapsulation assigned to PTP.

15.4.2 PTP Clock Architecture

Figure 15.6 shows the block diagram of a PTP ordinary clock (OC) containing a 1588 clock, a 
discipline loop and a protocol state machine. It has a universally unique clock identifier (UUID) 
assigned much the same way as Ethernet MAC addresses. In addition, the OC has one or more 
physical ports which connect to different LAN segments. Each physical port has two logical ports, 
one used for timestamped event messages, the other for general messages. The concatenation of 
UUIC and port number is called the port identifier (portID).

PHY

MAC, FIFO and 
Buffers

MII

DMA Descriptors 

FPGA

1588 Clock

Figure 15.5 1588 NIC Architecture
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A PTP subnet consist of a number of OCs operating on one or more LAN segments 
interconnected by bridges. More than one subnet can be deployed on the same network, each 
distinguished by a unique domain number. One or more OCs acting as grandmasters (GM) 
provide timing to other OCs operating as masters or slaves. One or more OCs operating as 
masters provide timing to other OCs operating as slaves.

A PTP bridge operates in either of two modes for PTP messages. For all other messages it 
operates as an ordinary bridge. A PTP bridge operating as a transparent clock (TC) calculates a 
correction due to the ingress PTP message transmission time and the residence time in the bridge 
itself. It then adds this value to the corrections field in the egress message header. This is a tricky 
maneuver, as it requires correcting or recalculating whatever checksums are involved. The LAN 
segments joined by a TC are considered the same logical LAN segment. 

A bridge operating as a boundary clock (BC) operates as a slave for an upstream master on one 
segment and as a master for downstream slaves on all other segments. In particular, it does not 
repeat PTP broadcast messages from one segment to another. In a very real sense, a BC is like an 
NTP secondary server.

Figure 15.7 shows a typical PTP subnet including a GM, four TCs, seven OCs and a BC. The 
BMC algorithm discussed later in this section constructs a spanning tree designated by the arrows, 
which show the flow of synchronization from the GM master port M to the slave ports S and from 
the BC master port M to the slave ports S. The number following the GM, BC and OC designator 
is the stratum, called the steps removed in the specification, constructed by the BMC.

15.4.3 PTP Messages

It will be helpful in the following discussion to briefly describe the message types and formats 
used in PTP. There are two message cl;asses, event messages and general messages. Event 
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message and most general messages include a single timestamp field beyond the header. Event 
messages use this field for the receive timestamp provided by the 1588 NIC; general messages 
use this field to return requested timestamps.

Figure 15.8 shows the PTP message types. Those with type codes less than eight are event 
messages; those with other codes are general messages. Only the Sync, Follow_Up, Delay_Req, 
Delay_Resp and Announce messages are used in the basic protocol described here. The Sync, 
Follow_Up and Announce messages are sent using broadcast means by a master to all slaves on 
the LAN segment. The other messages are sent using unicast means. The remaining message 
types are used for special cases and management functions beyond the scope of this discussion.

utilitySignallingC

not applicablePath_Delay_Follow_UpA

topology managementAnnounceB

slave receives timestamp T4Delay_Resp9

network managementManagementD

master broadcast timestamp T1Follow_Up8

not applicablePath_Delay_Resp3

not applicablePath_Delay_Req2

slave request timestamp T4Delay_Req1

master broadcast timestamp T2Sync0

UseNameType

utilitySignallingC

not applicablePath_Delay_Follow_UpA

topology managementAnnounceB

slave receives timestamp T4Delay_Resp9

network managementManagementD

master broadcast timestamp T1Follow_Up8

not applicablePath_Delay_Resp3

not applicablePath_Delay_Req2

slave request timestamp T4Delay_Req1

master broadcast timestamp T2Sync0

UseNameType

Figure 15.8 PTP Message Types
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All PTP messages include a common header shown in Figure 15.9. All the messages we discuss 
here have only a single 10-octet timestamp except the Announce message, which has the payload 
shown in shown in Figure 15.10. Not all the fields are relevant to this discussion.

used for version compatibilityControl321

port ID of senderSourcePortID2010

message sequence numberSequenceID302

timestamp correctionCorrection88

not usedReserved164

protocol flag bitsFlags62

log2 of message intervalMessageInterval331

not usedReserved51

PTP domainDomain41

message lengthLength22

PTP version (2)Version11

message typeType10

UseNameOffsetLength

used for version compatibilityControl321

port ID of senderSourcePortID2010

message sequence numberSequenceID302

timestamp correctionCorrection88

not usedReserved164

protocol flag bitsFlags62

log2 of message intervalMessageInterval331

not usedReserved51

PTP domainDomain41

message lengthLength22

PTP version (2)Version11

message typeType10

UseNameOffsetLength

Figure 15.9 PTP Message Header Format

master change rateClockChangeRate824

class[1], source[1], variance[2]LocalClockQuality784

arbitraryGMPriority2671

master port IDParentPortID6810

class[1], source[1], variance[2]GMClockQuality624

arbitraryGMPriority1661

GM  UUID[8], port[2]GMportID5210

master varianceParentVariance852

stratumStepsRemoved502

protocol flag bitsAnnounceFlags464

TAI or arbitraryTimescaleInUse442

current UTC offset from PosixUTCOffset3410

message headerHeader034

UseNameOffsetLength

master change rateClockChangeRate824

class[1], source[1], variance[2]LocalClockQuality784

arbitraryGMPriority2671

master port IDParentPortID6810

class[1], source[1], variance[2]GMClockQuality624

arbitraryGMPriority1661

GM  UUID[8], port[2]GMportID5210

master varianceParentVariance852

stratumStepsRemoved502

protocol flag bitsAnnounceFlags464

TAI or arbitraryTimescaleInUse442

current UTC offset from PosixUTCOffset3410

message headerHeader034

UseNameOffsetLength

Figure 15.10 PTP Announce Message Format
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15.4.4 Best Master Clock (BMC) Algorithm

An important feature of PTP is its ability to generate an acyclic spanning tree which determines 
the timing flow from a GM via BCs to the slaves. This is done by the best master clock (BMC) 
algorithm using a transitive “>” relation determined from the elements of the data sets maintained 
for each clock and each port of the clock. The > relation defines a partial ordering of the ports 
which in turn determines the spanning tree and establishes the state of each port. The composition 
of the > relation is discussed later. 

Assume a particular clock C0 has a data set D0 and has N ports. The object of the algorithm is to 
assign to each port one of three states, MASTER, SLAVE or PASSIVE. A port in MASTER state 
broadcasts periodic Announce messages including data set D0 to all other ports sharing the same 
LAN segment. Initially, all ports are in MASTER state. As the result of the BMC algorithm, all 
but one of them will become slaves.

Announce messages arriving at a port in any state are collected and the latest one from each 
different clock saved on a list. At periodic intervals, clock C0 saves the best data set Di from the 
ith port, then selects the best data set DB from among the Di data sets. Here, “best” is determined 
by pairwise data set comparisons using the > relation.

The BMC algorithm then uses the data sets D0, Di and DB to determine the state of each port. This 
depends on the class of C0, which determines whether the clock is a GM or not. If C0 is a GM and 
D0 > Di, the state of port i is MASTER; otherwise, it is PASSIVE. If not a GM, the following 
rules apply to all ports of all clocks.

1. If D0 > Di, the state of port i is MASTER; otherwise, 

2. If Di = DB, the state of port i is SLAVE; otherwise,

3. The state of port i is PASSIVE.

15.4.5 Data Set Comparison Algorithm

The composition of the > relation is developed from the specification and an intricate and 
sometimes confusing set of flow diagrams. Consider two data sets to be compared. We wish to 
select the highest (or lowest) value of a data set member as data set A and the other as B, then A > 
B. However, if the values are identical the comparison falls through to the next step. The data set 
member is determined from the fields of the most recent Announce message received (see Figure 
15.10).

1. Select the highest GMpriority1.

2. Select the lowest class in GMClockQuality class.

3. If A and B have the same GM UUID, go to step 8.
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4. Select the best source in GMClockQuality (GPS, NTP, etc.).

5. If the variances differ significantly, select the lowest variance in GMClockQuality.

6. Select the highest GMpriority2.

7. Select the lowest GMPortID, which is guaranteed to be unique.

The data sets have the same GM UUID.

8. If stratum is not equal, select the lowest GMStepsRemoved (stratum).

The GM stratum of A is the same as B. There is a potential loop.

9. If the receiving port UUID of B is less than sending port UUID of B, select A and set the state 
of B to PASSIVE. If the receivingport UUID of A is less than sending port UUID of A, select 
B and set the state of A to PASIVE.

15.4.6 PTP Time Transfer

The key to understanding how the PTP protocol works is the observation that for event messages 
(only) the timestamp field in the message is overwritten with the receive timestamp upon arrival 
and that the transmit timestamp is available only in the timestamp field of the next message sent. 
Note that for a broadcast message sent to many recipients the receive timestamp may be different.

Figure 15.11 shows the two-step variant normally used by the protocol. The Sync event message 
and Follow_Up general message are sent from master ports using broadcast means to slave ports 
on the LAN segment. These messages are sent frequently, typically at intervals of two seconds. 
On the other hand, the Delay_Req event message and Delay_Resp general messages are sent 
using unicast means. These message are sent much less frequently, as they must be sent for every 
slave on the LAN segment.

The protocol requires four messages to determine four timestamps T1, T2, T3 and T4 as shown in 
the figure. Upon receipt of the Sync message the timestamp field contains the receive timestamp 
(T2). The master saves the transmit timestamp (T1) of the Sync message and sends it in the 

T4

T3T2

T1

Master

Slave

Sync
Follow_Up (T1)

Delay_Req

Delay_Resp(T4)

Figure 15.11 PTP Protocol Operations
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timestamp field of the Follow_up message. In cases where the highest accuracy is not required, 
the quantity T1  T2 represents the offset of the master relative to the slave.

In the one-step protocol variant the Sync message timestamp field is overwritten by the transmit 
timestamp as the message is sent. When the message is received this field along with the receive 
timestamp is passed to upper protocol layers for processing and the Follow_Up message is not 
used. While this is efficient, it requires that the receive timestamp be saved somewhere in the 
receive buffer structure without affecting the message itself.

The Delay_Req and Delay_Resp messages are ordinarily interpreted to measure the delay from 
the master port to each individual slave port, but there is a simpler way to interpret the 
measurements consistent with the NTP on-wire protocol. At relatively infrequent intervals the 
slave sends a Delay_Req event message to the master and saves the transmit timestamp for use 
later. The master immediately replies with a Delay_Resp general message with the receive 
timestamp in the timestamp field of the message. Finally, the slave calculates its offset and delay 
relative to the master as in (15.1) and (15.2) of this chapter, but notes that the sign of the offset is 
inverted relative to the usual NTP conventions.

15.4.7 PTP and NTP Compared

We start off with the observation that NTP is engineered to synchronize computer clocks in an 
extended network, while PTP is engineered to synchronize device clocks in a segmented LAN. 
Device clocks in telecommunications, test and measurement equipment use relatively high quality 
oscillators disciplined directly by PTP, since in general there is no operating system with 
competing programs, buffers and queues that might get in the way. Computer clocks use 
commodity quality oscillators disciplined indirectly over a network where application programs 
and packets can get in each other's way.

Setting aside the accuracy issue for the moment, PTP and NTP have many aspects in common. In 
both protocols synchronization flows from the primary servers (GM) via secondary servers (BC) 
to clients (OC). An embedded algorithm constructs a shortest path spanning tree, although with 
quite different metrics. Both NTP and PTP assume each member clock is disciplined by some 
means in time and frequency and both have means to estimate timekeeping quality and detect 
faults. Both can measure clock offset and roundtrip delay, but neither can detect the absence of 
reciprocity. Both can operate in broadcast or unicast mode and both have essentially the same 
time transfer means, although expressed in different ways. Finally, both have similar 
authentication provisions based on cryptographic message digests.

One difference between NTP and PTP is expressed in the NTP operating modes, which can be 
client/server (master-slave in PTP) broadcast/multicast (multicast in PTP) and symmetric modes, 
which have no equivalent in PTP. This is reflected in the NTP service model in which ether of two 
peers can back up each other should one of them fail. This can also be the case in PTP with 
multiple Gems, but the subnet has to reconfigure in case of failover.

The most striking difference between PTP and NTP, at least in some subnet configurations, is that 
PTP has the intrinsic capability to construct the spanning tree with no specific prior configuration, 
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while in NTP the servers or peers are explicitly configured. However, this is not always the case. 
An NTP Ethernet including broadcast servers and clients will automatically self-assemble as in 
PTP with prior configuration only to provide the subnet broadcast address, which would be 
necessary in PTP as well. An NTP subnet using Manycast mode, where each NTP segment 
operates with a distinct group address, would also self-assemble as in PTP.

Recall from Chapter 12 that clock errors are dominated by white phase noise at shorter update 
intervals and by random-walk frequency noise at longer update intervals. This applies to both 
NTP and PTP; however, The fact that PTP uses timestamps captured at the NIC means that the 
phase noise is much less than NTP. On the other hand, NTP uses softstamps and drivestamps, 
which are vulnerable widely varying buffering and queueing latencies in the and operating system 
and network. A fundamental distinction between NTP and PTP is that NTP is restricted to 
relatively longer update intervals in the order of one minute or more in order to reduce network 
load to tolerable levels. On the other hand, PTP is normally utilized on a high speed LAN with no 
such requirement and operates with and update intervals in the order of two seconds. On a LAN 
with reduced phase noise and shorter update intervals, PTP can provide far better performance 
than NTP, even if using the same commodity oscillator.

An important feature of NTP is the suite of algorithms that groom and mitigate between and 
among a number of servers when more than one is available. PTP has no need for these 
algorithms as only the best GM is included in the spanning tree. On the other hand, the same 
notion is in NTP in the form of the system peer at each stratum level. A significant difference 
between the NTP and PTP specifications is that in NTP the secondary server clock discipline 
must have a defined transient response in order to control overshoot and avoid instability in long 
timing chains. The PTP specification leaves this to implementation choice. This would be most 
important in the BC discipline loop.

Finally is the issue of how many timestamps can be included in the packet header. With PTP there 
is only one, which constricts the flexibility in the protocol design. With NTP there are three 
operative timestamps which support all NTP modes including the interleaved modes described in 
the next chapter. This provides not only flexibility, but strong duplicate and replay protection 
without needing serial numbers.

15.5 Parting Shots

It may be interesting to speculate on how NTP could make use of hardstamps, perhaps in a way 
very similar to IEEE 1588, in which an event such as the passage of the Ethernet SOF octet, 
latches an internal NIC counter. However, in the scheme proposed here, the NTP NIC is much 
simpler than the PTP NIC; the counter need not be disciplined and need not run at any particular 
rate. A timestamp is captured and buffered for every transmitted and received packet using two 
latches for the transmit and receive sides. The timestamps are buffered in a FIFO until the driver 
can read them. This is the same approach used by the Proximity-1 space data link protocol 
timestamps.

Timestamps are captured for every packet transmitted and received; there is no need to parse the 
packet itself or change it in any way. The timestamps are conveyed to the NTP program by one 
means or another. Receive timestamps could be appended to the packet data mbuf chain and 
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eventually placed in the receiver buffer or socket storage. Transmit timestamps could be inserted 
in the transmit buffer to be returned to the NTP program as the buffer storage is reclaimed.

The transmit case is not as easy as that. In PCNET NICs the transmit buffer is ordinarily 
reclaimed when the last bit is DMAed to the FIFO, but it has to hang around until the associated 
timestamp is captured. However, there may be Ethernet frames in the FIFO ahead of this frame. 
Therefore, the driver has to keep track of the number of frames in the FIFO and match them with 
the entries in the timestamp FIFO.

Note that the NTP NIC counter is not necessarily syntonic with the system clock or even other 
NTP NIC counters and the need exists to convert the NIC time to system clock time format. But, 
this is the same issued studied in Section xx of this chapter and the same techniques apply. A 
intervals something less than one second the NIC driver updates the structure holding the last NIC 
clock and system clock and trims the K multiplier. The NIC clock is read and converted to system 
format as the driver extracts the entries from the timestamp FIFO.

In principle, this scheme could deliver timestamps as precise as PTP, assuming the NIT clock was 
fast enough. However, the weakest link in this scheme is the master reference for the contraption 
is the commodity compute clock oscillator and operating system. A good guess is that this scheme 
could do as well as the PPS discipline, which has a nominal jitter in the order of a few 
microseconds.

There are a number of scenarios where NTP and PTP can be exploited in a combined system. In 
principle, a software implementation of PTP with softstamps or drivestamps is possible and 
should perform as well as NTP, at least without the grooming and mitigation algorithms. Perhaps 
the most useful scenario would be a server that runs NTP with one or more PTP NICs operating as 
masters or slaves on the PTP subnet. There seems no reason why the PTP NIC could launch NTP 
packets at the same time running PTP.

Some NICs, in particular the Network Instruments NI1588, provide a PPS signal synchronized to 
the 1588 clock via a connector on the NIC chassis. This signal could be read by the PPS driver 
now included in the NTP software distribution. This is probably the easiest, quickest way to 
import PTP time to NTP and the operating system.

Importing and exporting PTP time to and from the computer itself is straightforward. It is possible 
that application programs could read the 1588 clock using an I/O command, but probably is not a 
good idea, as the overhead to perform and I/O instruction is much higher than to read the system 
clock and involves queuing, buffering and scheduling. It would be more efficient to read the 1588 
clock infrequently, like once per minute and treat it as an NTP reference clock. In this design the 
computer clock itself is used as a flywheel between 1588 clock updates. Some NIC designs 
include a PPS output which is disciplined to the 1588 clock. It can be used to improve the system 
clock accuracy in the same way as described in Chapter xx.

It does not seem practical to translate PTP performance variables to the NTP error budget other 
than the various variance statistics carried in the PTP Announce message. If the computer system 
clock is to be used for the GM function, the 1588 clock adjustment function could be used in a 
feedback loop much the way the computer clock itself is disciplined by NTP. Some way is needed 
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to pass on components of the NTP error budget that might be useful for PTP statistics; that might 
be explored in future, as is the role of management functions, etc.
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